Presentations
Communication Skills in English for Presentations (Level/B1/B2)
“Through our team of teachers in Cambridge and our official Certificate
you will achieve your professional objectives”

Course: B1,B2 40-hours
A tailored teacher is assigned to Presentations which covers the key features below:

English for Presentations is an ideal course for professionals who
regularly need to give presentations in English at work.
English for Presentations is an ideal course for students in employment,
who want to communicate better in English/German. This short, intensive
course can be completed in 40- hours, so students make progress quickly.

Important relevant points:
English for Presentations provides learners with the language and
techniques to help them present effectively in English.
English for Presentations has six units which cover the language and skills
involved at each stage of a presentation. Other related topics are also
addressed, such as dealing with nervousness and interacting with an
audience.
Each unit includes authentic excerpts from presentations with listening
activities, gap-fills, and exercises to help students learn and practise
specific expressions and structures.
Key Feature:


Engaging topics, motivating role-plays, and a variety of exercises
provide a framework for each specialist subject



Tip boxes present key language points, useful phrases, and
strategies.



STARTER section at the beginning of each unit has warm-up and
awareness-raising activities



OUTPUT sections at the end of each unit encourage discussion and
reflection



Answers, transcripts, and a glossary of useful phrases at the back of
each book



The interactive Multi ROM includes realistic listening extracts and
interactive exercises for extra practice

Some topics that is included in the Presentations course:
Let's get started: Welcoming the audience, introducing the topic, dealing with
nerves.
Today's topic is...: Body language, presenting to an English-speaking audience.
My next slide shows...: Presentation tools, using approximate numbers, creating
effective visuals.
As you can see from this graph...: Describing graphs and charts, interpreting
visuals, describing trends.

To sum up...: Strategies for a good conclusion.
Any questions? Handling the question and answer session.

English Go Centre provides a monthly report with official Cambridge IELTS exams.

EGC: - offers IELTS tests at 14 locations across the country. Tests take place around 3 times per month.
Registrations take place in person, by post or online. Processing takes place at one of the British Council
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